Computational models for predicting anticancer drug efficacy: A multi linear regression analysis based on molecular, cellular and clinical data of oral squamous cell carcinoma cohort.
The computational prediction of drug responses based on the analysis of multiple clinical features of the tumor will be a novel strategy for accomplishing the long-term goal of precision medicine in oncology. The cancer patients will be benefitted if we computationally account all the tumor characteristics (data) for the selection of most effective and precise therapeutic drug. In this study, we developed and validated few computational models to predict anticancer drug efficacy based on molecular, cellular and clinical features of 31 oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) cohort using computational methods. We developed drug efficacy prediction models using multiple tumor features by employing the statistical methods like multi linear regression (MLR), modified MLR-weighted least square (MLR-WLS) and enhanced MLR-WLS. All the three developed drug efficacy prediction models were then validated using the data of actual OSCC samples (train-test ratio 31: 31) and actual Vs hypothetical samples (train-test ratio 31: 30). The selected best statistical model i.e. enhanced MLR-WLS has then been cross-validated (CV) using 341 theoretical tumor data. Finally, the performances of the models were assessed by the level of learning confidence, significance, accuracy and error terms. The train-test process for the real tumor samples of MLR-WLS method revealed the drug efficacy prediction enhancement and we observed that there was very less priming difference between actual and predicted. Furthermore, we found there was a less difference between actual apoptotic priming and predicted apoptotic priming for the tumors 6, 8, 21 and 30 whereas, for the remaining tumors there were no differences between predicted and actual priming data. The error terms (Actual Vs Predicted) also revealed the reliability of enhanced MLR-WLS model for drug efficacy prediction. We developed effective computational prediction models using MLR analysis for anticancer drug efficacy which will be useful in the field of precision medicine to choose the choice of drug in a personalized manner. We observed that the enhanced MLR-WLS model was the best fit to predict anticancer drug efficacy which may have translational applications.